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experience RC, and now this radio transmitter can stand up to the best professions. AFHDS (automatic digital frequency jumping system), is developed by FLYSKY for all fans of the Radio Control model and is patented by FLYSKY at home. The system has been developed specifically for all radio control models, which offers super active
and passive anti-jamming functions, very low power consumption and high receiver sensitivity. With extremely rigorous engineering testing and market research over the years, FLYSKY AFHDS is now considered one of the best systems on the market. 2.4GHz is a new generation radio system standard because it has many advantages.
Operating at 2.4 GHz, radio control removes from the frequency range any noise generated by other electronic components in the helicopter - such as a brushless motor, electronic speed controller, serves and any metal interference - eliminating interference and malfunctions that may affect the traditional frequency system. FS TH9X
2.4GHz 9 Channel RC Helicopter/Plane Transmitter Technical Data Click here to download the FS-TH9X Manual. How to pair RX (receiver) with TX (transmitter): 1. Connect the plug to BAT, turn on the plane/helium, the LED light should flash (make sure the power is connected to RX via ESC) 2. Hold down the binding button on the
transmitter module when turning on TX 3. The light should go solid now 4. Release the bind button, turn off the plane/heli, remove the bind plug, disable the TX 5. Turn on the TX and then turn on the aircraft / heli Specifications: (1)、channels: 9 channels TH9X (2)、model type: helicopter, airplane, glider (3)、RF power: less than 20db;
(4)、modulation: GFSK; (5)、code type: PPM/PCM; (6)、sensitivity: 1024; (7)、lcd type: 128 * 64 dot; (8)、low voltage warning: yes; (9)、DSC port: yes; (10)、charger port: yes; (11)、power:12VDC(1.5AA*8); (12)、weight:680g; (13)、ANT length: 26 mm; (14)、size: 190 *80*240mm; Included in the box: Transmitter 8CH receiver R8B
Binding plug Manual Radio can do: Throttle Curves Point curves Adjustments endpoint Subtrim Swash AFR mixes Servo Reversing Timer Dual rate Exponential Flaperons V-Tail Mixing Elevons Download Manual Click here Our warranty / return / replacement policy is very simple. If the product we have shipped is defective upon receipt
of the shipment from us (NOT AFTER USE), you can contact us by email for a refund/exchange/refund. Request for reimbursement or and reports on missing or damaged parts must be received within 30 days of receipt of the We reserve the right to process applications received later. Returned goods must be under new conditions with
packing slips, instructions, accessories and all other items intact in the original packaging. The returned goods must be collected from our customer before we process and send any exchange. All goods should be returned to us by safe carriers that provide proof of shipment (in case your item does not reach us. We are not responsible for
the loss of returned goods in shipping. The shipping and handling costs of all orders are non-refundable as we have paid the Post Office to ship the shipment and the Post Office will NOT refund the shipping costs after processing the shipment. You will be responsible for refunding your shipping costs to send back to us. For returned
goods that have proven to be genuinely defective, we ship the replacement for free (we pay for the replacement shipping cost) and do not charge additional shipping and handling fees. We reserve the right to return the goods to the customer and not to return the money if we believe that the goods have been used, broken, abused,
misused or modified in any form or have been damaged by water, dust or other contaminants. All products are tested by manufacturers to make sure they work properly before we send them to our customers. Please check the product after receiving your shipment, identify any problem and report it to us before you try to fly/use it. Please
also check the product (especially helicopters and airplanes) and make sure they are all good every time before use (or air departure). A refund/exchange/refund is not allowed if the item was used or flew. Please understand that helicopters and RC aircraft may crash if you make a mistake or do not know how to fly, any kind of crash or
hard landing can cause damage(s) to your helicopter or aircraft. We have no control over your flying skills, behavior, or the conditions under which you decided to fly. We have tested all products before shipment, as mentioned above, if you have any problems with the aircraft or other products you have ordered from us, please report it at
the time of receipt of the shipment (not after use please). If you used/flew the product, or crashed the product, for whatever reason. We apologize, but we cannot be responsible for the crash or use. Hobbypartz.com shall not be liable for incidental or secondary damages, including personal injury and property damage resulting from the
use of any products it sells. Hobbypartz.com reserves the right to refuse to provide services to anyone. Remote-controlled products and accessories can be very dangerous. refer to the user's manual. We have no control over the correct correct installation, application or maintenance of our products, you are not responsible for any
damages, losses or costs resulting from the use of the products. Any claim arising out of an act, failure or malfunction, etc. We are not liable for personal injury, property damage or secondary damage resulting from our products. These terms and conditions apply to all sales made from our website, e-mail, telephone or fax. If you do not
agree with our terms and conditions, do not place an order. We reserve the right to change this policy without further notice. To experience 5-star customer service &amp; technical support from HobbyPartz.com, visit us at RCDiscuss.com Home Flysky FS-TH9X 2.4GHz 9 Channel Transmitter Quantity Available: 5 Complete System
Includes Transmitter and Receiver 2.4Gh Low Voltage Technology Warning 3-inch LCD Display Ergonomic Design Flysky FS-TH9X 2.4GHz 9CH Transmitter - RC Helicopters / Aircraft Transmitter Receiver FS-Th9X revolutionized the way people experience RC, and now this radio transmitter can stand for the best competitions. With
many features and features designed to meet the needs of pilots most experience, while being easy to use AFHDS (automatic digital frequency jumping system), it is developed by FLYSKY for all fans of the Radio Control model and is patented by FLYSKY at home. The system has been developed specifically for all radio control models,
which offers super active and passive anti-jamming functions, very low power consumption and high receiver sensitivity. With extremely rigorous engineering testing and market research over the years, FLYSKY AFHDS is now considered one of the best systems on the market. 2.4GHz is a new generation radio system standard because
it has many advantages. Operating at 2.4 GHz, radio control removes from the frequency range any noise generated by other electronic components in the helicopter - such as a brushless motor, electronic speed controller, serves and any metal interference - eliminating interference and malfunctions that may affect the traditional
frequency system. Specifications: (1). lcd type: 128 * 64 dot (2). low voltage warning: yes (3). DSC port: yes (4). charger: yes (5). Power: 12VDC (1.5AA * 8) (not included) Included: Transmitter 8CH Receiver R9B Binding Beam Manual Radio can do: Throttle Curves Point curves Adjustments end point Subtrim Swash AFR Mixes Servo
Timer Dual Rate Exponential Flaperony V-Tail Mixing Elevon Share: Flysky FS-TH9X 2.4GHz 9CH Transmitter - RC Helicopters / Aircraft Transmitter ReceiverSystem Set includes transmitter and TechnologyLow Voltage Warning3 inch LCD Display Ergonomic design FS-Th9X has revolutionized the way people experience RC, and now
this radio transmitter can stand up to the best competitions. Z Z Designed to meet the needs of the most experienced pilots, while easy-to-use AFHDS (automatic digital frequency-jumping system), Flysky is developed by Flysky for all Radio Control enthusiasts and is patented by Flysky at home. The system has been developed
specifically for all radio control models, which offers super active and passive anti-jamming functions, very low power consumption and high receiver sensitivity. With extremely rigorous engineering testing and market research over the years, Flysky AFHDS is now considered one of the best systems on the market.2.4GHz is the next
generation radio system standard because it has many advantages. Operating at 2.4 GHz, radio control removes from the frequency range any noise generated by other electronic components in the helicopter - such as a brushless motor, electronic speed controller, serves and any metal interference - eliminating interference and
malfunctions that may affect the traditional frequency system. Specifications:(1). lcd type: 128 * 64 dot(2). low voltage warning: yes(3). DSC port: yes(4). charger: yes(5). power:12VDC (1.5AA * 8) (not included) Included in the box:8CHReceiver R9BBinding plugManual Radio transmitter can do: Curves Curves End curves End point
adjustments Subtrim Swash AFR mixes servo reversing Timer Dual rate Exponent Flaper v-mix Tail mix Elevons Flysky FS-TH9X 2.4GHz 9CH Transmitter - RC Helicopters /Aircraft Transmitter Receiver Set System Includes transmitter and receiver2.4Ghz TechnologyLow Voltage Warning3 inch LCD Display Ergonomic design FS-Th9X
has revolutionized the way people experience RC, and now this radio transmitter can stand for the best competitions. With many features and features designed to meet the needs of pilots the most experience, while being easy to use AFHDS (automatic digital frequency jumping system), it is developed by Flysky for all fans of the Radio
Control model and is patented by Flysky at home. The system has been developed specifically for all radio control models, which offers super active and passive anti-jamming functions, very low power consumption and high receiver sensitivity. With extremely rigorous engineering testing and market research over the years, Flysky



AFHDS is now considered one of the best systems on the market.2.4GHz is the next generation radio system standard because it has many advantages. Operating at a frequency of 2.4 GHz, the radio control is removed from the frequency range of any noise generated by other electronic components in the helicopter - such as a
brushless motor, speed controller, servvos and any metal interference - eliminating interference and malfunctions that can affect the traditional frequency system. Specifications:(1). lcd type: 128 * 64 dot(2). low voltage warning: yes(3). Dsc Dsc yes. charger: yes(5). Power: 12VDC (1.5AA*8) (not included) Included: 8CHReceiver
R9BBinding plugManual Radio transmitter can do: Thr Thr Step curves End point adjustments Subtrim Swash AFR mixes serofender clock with double speed Exponential V-Tail flapperony mixing Elevons&gt; Elevons&gt; Elevons&gt;
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